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 JOTTER PAD

ACROSS
  1 A guy’s moved about romcom’s 

opening? It’s overly sentimental 
(6)

  4 Posh fellow probes possibly this 
non-believer (8)

  9 Show off foreign article in 
apartment (6)

10 Something traditionally golden, 
right, in part of firearm? (8)

12 Organisation to operate outside of 
an estate? (8)

13 Slam source of horror films? (6)
15 Hooligan in loo quite regularly (4)
16 School rugby player of inferior 

quality (7)
20 Son cutting energy drink close to 

lazy and given to idle talk (7)
21 Group boarding cab barracked (4)
25 Stretch former nurse (6)
26 By the sound of it, defective 

balance in a marine animal (8)
28 Current statement attributing 

responsibiliy to boyfriend? (2,2,4)
29 Servant at home recalled during 

dinner, say (6)
30 Those trailing person ordered 

around house (2-6)
31 A serving figure in a party 

progressing slowly in bars (6)
DOWN
  1 Terribly fat slob left in US game 

(8)
  2 Pretentiousness aged relative 

regretted on reflection (8)
  3 Celebrity concerned with current 

name (6)
  5 Measure for assessing spirit, say, 

in army group (4)

  6 A bishop to observe hosting 
African party gets suspension (8)

  7 Revenue from Indiana, Colorado 
and Maine (6)

  8 Bullfighter held up in bolero 
rottenly (6)

11 Exact recipe’s worked out (7)
14 Applause with sound cut off for 

rock guitarist (7)
17 Coherent way to describe army 

recruit? (6-2)
18 Courteous round character trailed 

by fool largely wearing gaudy 
jewellery (8)

19 It runs in front of office in London 
station (8)

22 Decorative item shown by second 
horse without a tail (6)

23 Tiny scrap of clothing? It’s not 
welcome for runners (6)

24 Add a pair of pages before finale 
(6)

27 Fixed look almost in principal 
actor (4)
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